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About the necessity of adequate growth in both-students and teachers:

• A miss of effective motivating methods of teaching.
PURPOSE OF TEACHING VOCATIONAL ENGLISH:

• To acquire a system of knowledge for reading, receiving and sending information in English language, that is connected with the main activities in studied speciality and developing suitable communicative abilities.
AIMS:

• To acquire knowledge for foreign language communication in their vocational duties.

• Developing abilities to manage an ordinary immediate task at workshop using foreign language communication (reading, comprehension, speaking).
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, THAT TEACHING VOCATIONAL ENGLISH SHOWS:

Questions are guaranteed in life; Answers aren't.
• Where can both- the student and the teacher entertain at the same time?

• **During a teaching class at school.**
• Which subject can be a challenge for both the teacher and the student?

• During the English Vocational Class.
• How to make the student to use the knowledge, that he has already got?

• As provoke student’s thinking, driving him into a trouble-language situation.
Teacher’s role in teaching Vocational English:

• The teacher doesn’t create teaching environment but he supports it.
HIGH POINTS:

• **An interest** to the vocation;

• Reaching up **a maximum demonstrativeness** through the means of PC Lesson.
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TEACHING TECHNOLOGY:

• Teaching Vocational English through PC Lesson is a challenge that provokes teacher’s professionalism, proficiency and creativity in using new teaching methods.

• And on the other side provokes student’s interest, gives him a chance to show his vocational knowledge and opportunity to improve the language.
TEACHING TECHNOLOGY:

Two aspects of teaching:

* A challenge for the teacher.
  1. Examination of the recipient.
  2. Brainstorming.
  3. Monitoring.

* A challenge for the student.
INFERENCES:

• The PC Lesson is a successful method of teaching Vocational English.
INFERENCES:

• Dynamic demonstrability of each exercise attracts the attention of students and enlarge their sense experience and observation.
INFERENCES:

3. The level of interest to the foreign language is influenced by the level of interest to the vocation.
INFERENCES:

• Student’s confidence is positive influenced during the teaching in class, because the student knows how important is his professional knowledge about the successful comprehension of the text.
INFERENCES:

• **Teaching Vocational English:**
  - **builds up** high motivation in students for learning English language;
  - **presents the connection** between the vocation and the foreign language as a finished process;
  - **supports** the interactivity between the teacher and the students;
  - **improves both:** the teacher and the students.
CONCLUSION:

TWO-WAY CHALLENGE:

IT GIVES THE TEACHER A CHANCE TO IMPROVE HIS OWN TEACHING ABILITY, LOOKING FOR NEW WAYS FOR PRESENTING MAXIMALLY EASY ASSIMILATION OF VOCATIONAL ENGLISH.

IT GIVES THE STUDENT A CHANCE TO IMPROVE HIS PERSONALITY USING IMMEDIATE TRANSITION FROM VOCATION TO THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ALSO TO GIVE STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO INTEGRATE THEMSELVES IN SOCIAL LIFE AFTER LEAVING SCHOOL.
What we learn with interest, we never forget.
It’s coffee time!